
“At Lordscroft Lane we started the 
manufacture of I L S (Instrument 
Landing System), the purpose of which 
was to guide aircraft onto the runway 
during landing. It consisted of several 
drawer type units housed in a six foot 
steel cabinet. Our girls would solder 
components within the drawer units 
and the men would wire the cabinets. 
This took place in the ground floor 
single story area. I mention this as the 
whole factory was flooded along with 
the High Street damaging much of the 
equipment.”   

HAVERHILL AT WORK 
     Pye Telecommunications 
In 1944 Pye of Cambridge formed a specialist division called Pye Telecommunications Ltd to design 
and produce radio communications equipment for commercial, business, industrial, police and 
Government purposes. In 1954 Pye Telecom opened a small operation in the former Gurteen 
factory building in Lordscroft Lane. In 1955 PTL decided to enter the microwave link business. Over 
the next 20 years a dedicated microwave design laboratory developed equipment which was 
manufactured at a new factory in Haverhill. 

“I loved the soldering best. We made 
everything from scratch, the coils and 
everything that went into it.” 

“I lived in Hundon, 5 miles from 
Haverhill and used to bike every 
morning. I used to leave at the 
same time as the bus but was 
always at work  before it.” 

“I did not stay for long after 
completing my apprenticeship with 
Pyes, but it gave me the 
opportunity to do so many things.”   

In 1957 a purpose built 
factory opened in Colne 
Valley Road 

“The company 
used to run 
special works 
buses to 
transport 
employees to 
the factory.” 

Assembly lines: “Our girls 
would solder components 
within the drawer units 
and the men would wire 
the cabinets.” 

Equipment designed in 
Cambridge and components 
brought from there to Haverhill 

A completed drawer unit 
with many individual 
components required 

Inspection and Testing of 
drawer units to ensure 
requirements were met 

Lordscroft Lane 1958: 
“the whole factory was 
flooded along with the 
High Street damaging 
much of the equipment.” 

A cabinet, with several  
drawer units  fitted in 
racks: typical of many 
installations including 
the Instrument Landing 
Systems made at 
Lordscroft Lane 

Pyes also made a device for tanks to keep their gun on 
target, even when going over rough ground. Mike Bacon 
recalls visiting Salisbury Plain for tank trials. 


